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What is High-Performance Computing (HPC)?  

• Not a real definition, depends from the prospective: 
– HPC is when I care how fast I get an answer  

– HPC is when I foresee my problem to get bigger and bigger 

• Thus HPC can happen on: 
– A workstation, desktop, laptop, smartphone!  
– A supercomputer  
– A Linux Cluster  

– A grid or a cloud 
– Cyberinfrastructure = any combination of the above  

• HPC means also High-Productivity Computing 



Why use Computers in Science?   

• Use complex theories without a closed solution: solve equations 
or problems that can only be solved numerically, i.e. by inserting 
numbers into expressions and analyzing the results  

 

 

• Do “impossible” experiments: study (virtual) experiments, 

where the boundary conditions are inaccessible or not 

controllable  



Why use Computers in Science?   

• Reduce costs of experiments 



Why use Computers in Science?   

• Benchmark correctness of models and theories: the better a 

model/theory reproduces known experimental results, the better 

its predictions  

• Predict complex theory applying techniques of AI/Deep learning 

* PRACE project, TurEmu – The physics of (turbulent) emulsions, lead by Prof. Toschi at TU/e 

 



The growing computational capacity 



Impact of Using Computer is Science  

• A more competitive industry 

– We could never have designed the world-beating Airbus A380 without HPC 

– Thanks to HPC-based simulation, the car industry has reduced the time for developing new 
vehicle platforms from 60 months to 24 

• Direct benefits to our health 

– One day of supercomputer time was required to analyse 120 billion nucleotide sequences, 
narrowing down the cause of a baby's illness to two genetic variants. Thanks to this, effective 
treatment was possible and the baby is alive and well 5 years later 

• Better forecasting 

– Severe weather costs 150.000 lives and €270 billion in economic damage in Europe between 
1970 and 2012 

• Making possible more scientific advances 

– Supercomputing is needed for processing sophisticated computational models able to simulate 
the cellular structure and functionalities of the brain 

• More reliable decision-making 

– The convergence of HPC, Big Data and Cloud technologies will allow new applications and 
services in an increasingly complex scenario where decision-making processes have to be fast 
and precise to avoid catastrophes 

 

 

* from EU Digital Single Market Blog by Roberto Viola, Director-General, DG Communications Networks, Content and 

Technologies and Robert-Jan Smits, Director-General, DG Research and Innovation 



HPC as a Priority (in a nutshell)  



HPC Development Trend 

Nov 2008 

Nov 2018 data from www.top500.org 



Collateral Consequences /1 

• Growing of computer capability is achieved increasing 
computer complexity   

• CPU power is measured in number of floating point operations x second (FLOPs) 

– FLOPS = #cores x clock freq. x ( FLOP/cycle ) 

#cores Vector Length Freq. (GHz) GFLOPs 

1 1 1.0 1 

1 16 1.0 16 

10 1 1.0 10 

10 16 1.0 160 



Collateral Consequences /2 

APPLICATION DATA 

COMPUTATION 

• When all CPU component work at 
maximum speed that is called 
peak of performance 
– Tech-spec normally describe the 

theoretical peak 
– Benchmarks measure the real peak 
– Applications show the real 

performance value 

• CPU performance is measured 
FLOP/s 

• But the real performance is in 
many cases mostly related to the 
memory bandwidth (Bytes/s) 

• The way data are stored in 
memory is a key-aspect  for high performance 



Collateral Consequences /2 

• Complexity of physical models is directly proportional 
to the software complexity 

https://www.nas.nasa.gov/SC14/demos/demo26.html#prettyPhoto 

• Number of operations aa well as the size of the problem 
(data) grows extremely quickly when increasing the size 
of a 3D (multidimensional) domain  



Collateral Consequences /3 

• No longer a stand-alone project of translating 
formulations in a computer code from scratch 

• A huge amount of software is freely 

available (mostly open source)  

• It is matter to use it efficiently and/or 

make it better 

• A collaborative effort of development    

Collaborative 

Development 

https://www.google.com/imgres?imgurl=https://www.cyberdev.co/sites/default/files/inline-images/gl-min_0.png&imgrefurl=https://www.cyberdev.co/github-to-gitlab&docid=-VEo3-ykhdC5-M&tbnid=tZEL32WRIxX5yM:&vet=10ahUKEwiwxYGJ0ffgAhV0ThUIHV4ZCzIQMwh4KCwwLA..i&w=1593&h=562&client=firefox-b-d&bih=1549&biw=2752&q=collaborative development gitlab&ved=0ahUKEwiwxYGJ0ffgAhV0ThUIHV4ZCzIQMwh4KCwwLA&iact=mrc&uact=8
https://www.google.com/imgres?imgurl=https://media.wired.com/photos/5926838bcefba457b079a3ce/master/pass/slack-lead1.jpg&imgrefurl=https://www.wired.com/2016/02/slack-wants-to-be-more-diverse-as-it-grows-fast/&docid=jyCWR6BQeubC0M&tbnid=zntZyWv9szFOfM:&vet=10ahUKEwifgqP30ffgAhUEXRUIHV8ZDa8QMwidASgiMCI..i&w=1200&h=900&client=firefox-b-d&bih=1549&biw=2752&q=sloack&ved=0ahUKEwifgqP30ffgAhUEXRUIHV8ZDa8QMwidASgiMCI&iact=mrc&uact=8


Collateral Consequences /5 

• The components of a ecosystem that must grow in concert 
to make large scale scientific challenges suitable and doable 

* Curtesy of Prof. Nicola Marzari (EPFL) 

https://www.google.com/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&ved=2ahUKEwi5suuxzvfgAhXKGuwKHR3PAJUQjRx6BAgBEAU&url=https://www.materialscloud.org/infrastructure&psig=AOvVaw0MjCcFVrTcvrZ-gDTbCIt_&ust=1552308604987628


Workflow of Parallel Scientific Applications 

• Data Assimilation  

• Pre-processing 

• Simulation 

• Post-Processing 

• Visualization   

• Data Publication 



Conventional Software Development Process 

• Start with set of requirements defined by customer 
(or management): 

– features, properties, boundary conditions 

• Typical Strategy: 

– Decide on overall approach on implementation 

– Translate requirements into individual subtasks 

– Use project management methodology to enforce timeline 
for implementation, validation and delivery 

• Close project when requirements are met 



What is Different in the Scientific Software Development Process? 

• Requirements often are not that well defined 

• Floating-point math limitations and the chaotic nature of 
some solutions complicate validation 

• An application may only be needed once 

• Few scientists are programmers (or managers) 

• Often projects are implemented by students (inexperienced in 
science and programming) 

• Correctness of results is a primary concern, less so the quality 
of the implementation 

• In most cases not driven by specific investments but part of 
the research activity 



Complexity of software 

Many scientific applications are several orders of magnitude larger than everything 
you have probably ever seen! 
• For example, a crude measure of complexity is the number of lines of code in a 

package (as of 2018): 
– Deal.II has 1.1M 
– PETSc has 720k 
– Trilinos has 3.3M 

• At this scale, software development does not work the same as for small projects: 
– No single person has a global overview 
– There are many years of work in such packages 
– No person can remember even the code they wrote 

• Computers become more powerful all the time and more complex problems can 
be addressed 

• Solving complex problems requires combining expertise from multiple domains or 
disciplines 

• Use of computational tools becomes common among non-developers and non-
theorists 

– many users could not implement the whole applications that they are using by themselves 

• Current hardware trends (SIMD, NUMA, GPU) make writing efficient software 
complicated 
 



Complexity of software 

MPI: Domain partition 

OpenMP: Node Level shared mem 

CUDA/OpenCL/OpenAcc:  

floating point accelerators 

Python: Ensemble simulations, workflows 

Workload Management: system level, High-throughput 

Challenge: code maintainability 
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Tech Support to HPC Infrastructures 

• No Users 
– Make HPC visible, Documentation, HPC Dissemination and 

Training 

– The community must first understand the benefit 

• non-Expert Users 
– Specific support to software for the whole production, 

from software building to parallel simulations 

– Requires a really close collaboration and patience 

– At the frequent rising of problems they might give up 

• Expert users 
– Drive the software environment 

– Require highly specialized support for: 
•  large scale simulations 

• Software optimization, porting to high-end technology, perf. analysis 

 

 



The Essential  

• Documentation 
– How to access, software, job monitoring and execution, brief 

description of the infrastructure, quotas, tech. contacts   

• Compilers and MPI library 

• Scripting tools: Python, R 

• Building tools: cmake, autotools 

• Scientific tools: gnuplot 

 

 

 



Math Libraries 

• Scalable Parallel Random Number Generators 
Library (SPRNG) 

• Parallel Linear Algebra (ScaLAPACK) 

• Parallel Library for Solution of Finite Elements 
(dealii) 

• Parallel Library for FFT (FFTW) 

• Parallel Linear Solver for Sparce Matrices (PETSc)  



Formatted data libraries  

• Most scientific communities have defined 
today a protocol to describe their data 
(formatted data) 

• Based on generic libraries: HDF5, NetCDF, 
etc… 

• But also more specific (i.e., SEG-Y) 

• Most implement parallel I/O  

• Formatted data provide the opportunity to 
scientific data visualization and publication  



Task Farming 

• I am working on an embarrassing parallel problem 

• Work is divided in independent tasks (no communication) that 
can be performed in parallel 

• The same program (set of instructions) among different data: 
same model adopted by the MPI library  

• A parallel tool is needed to handle the different processes 
working in parallel 

• The MPI library provides the mpirun application to execute 
parallel instances of the same program     

• Quite common in Computer Graphics, Bioinformatics, 
Genomics, HEP, anything else requiring processing of large 
data-set, sampling, ensemble modeling   



Task Farming 

$ mpirun -np 12 my_program.x 

mynode01 mynode02 



Task Farming 

[igirotto@mynode01 ~]$ mpirun -np 12 /bin/hostname  

mynode01 

mynode02 

mynode01 

mynode02 

mynode01 

mynode02 

mynode01 

mynode02 

mynode01 

mynode02 

mynode01 

mynode02 

 



Task Farming 

In Python 
import os 

myid = os.environ['OMPI_COMM_WORLD_RANK'] 

[...] 

In BASH 
#!/bin/bash 

myid=${OMPI_COMM_WORLD_RANK} 

[...] 

[igirotto@mynode01 ~]$ mpirun ./myprogram.[py/sh...]  



Task Farming: conclusion 

• Executing multiple instances on the same program 
with different inputs/initial cond.  

• Reading large binary files by splitting the workload 
among processes  

• Searching elements on large data-sets  

• Other parallel execution of embarrassingly parallel 
problem (no communication among tasks)   

• Task Farming is a simple model to parallelize simple 
problems that can be divided in independent task 

• The mpirun application aids to easily perform 
multiple processes, includes environment setting 

 



Argo 

In-house HPC cluster “ARGO” 
• Heterogeneous system with about 200 nodes   

• ~3000 processor core of 4 different Intel Prod. Family 
– Westmere, SandyBridge, IvyBridge, Broadwell   

• Nominal power: ~100 TeraFLOP  

• Storage: ~1.5PB of Usable storage  

Objective: 

• Provide in-house resources and manage sw 
configuration and user access directly 

• Maintain in depth HPC knowledge in house 

• Flexible usage for the ICTP needs  

• Open for selected scientists from the developing world 

• ICTP schools and workshops  

 

ARGO: used CPU hours x month 



Tier-0 world-class HPC resources  

Marconi @ CINECA, is equipped with thousands of compute nodes. ICTP 

scientists access through an agreement between the institutions, national grants 

and PRACE grants.  



Large Scale Computer Simulations @ ICTP  

GFDL/MOM global ocean model as part of the international program 

FAFMIP. Simulations runs on 2400 cores (~50 nodes) on the SKL partition 

 

* Courtesy of Dr. Ricardo Farneti (ESP group) 



Large Scale Computer Simulations @ ICTP  

Solving numerically a wave-like PDE on a large 3d grid (up to 4096^3) 



Large Scale Computer Simulations @ ICTP  

heavy ab-initio MD 

calculations!! 



Large Scale Computer Simulations @ ICTP  

Diagonalization of 

really big matrixes! 



Large Scale Computer Simulations @ ICTP  

• ICTP contributes to the IPCC report 

• The RegCM code is developed and 

maintained by the ESP group @ ICTP 

• The model is performed on several 

domains covering most of the world’s land 

[…] for Europe, we plan to run seven 140 year 

simulations. Each month of simulation, with 500 

processors, is expected to take about 2.9 hours of 

compute time and produce 60GB of raw output files 

The on-going simulations, planned to end in 

early 2020, is expected to finally require about 

100M cpu-h and approximately 2PB of data will 

be publicly made available 



RegCM4.7 tested domain available and long scenario 

 simulations available  

* Courtesy of Dr. Erika Coppola (ESP group) 



Data Research Management 

• Handling and management of scientific data 

• The strategy to make data, secure, safe and available in 
the long term 

• Managers and administrators are responsible to define 
and implement the plan 

• Scientists are responsible to follow the rules 

• The only way to ensure sustainability when considering 
really large amount of data 



Data Research Management 

• Data flow 

– Workflow of the data 

– How frequent and how fast we need the data 

– Critical aspect for efficient productivity, costs 
reduction, data accessibility and usability    

• Data life 

– how long do we need to keep a data alive  

 



Workflow Mapping on Infrastructure  

• High-Perf storage 
– for production and intense data analysis 
– DDN, NetAPP, Panasas, etc…  

• Low perf-storage 
– For post production, low frequency access, archiving 
– Normally a huge bunch of disks raked somewhere  
– Synology, …  

• Costs Vs Performance Vs Capacities 
– there are several orders of magnitude difference among the two 

categories among all aspects  

 



Name 
Storage 
Capacity 

Data life Kind File System 

Home Few tens of GBs User account NetAPP  NFS 

User-data 5 to 10 TBs User account NetAPP NFS 

Scratch 
Unlimited  

(up to storage 
capacity) 

1 month NetAPP NFS 

Archive  Few tens of TBs Several years Synology NFS 

At the ICTP 



Conclusions 

• Scientific Computing is NOT an IT service 
– Few standards, often requires ad-hoc solutions 

– Scientific software for high-performance computing evolves daily  

• Most scientists do not master the complexity of modern scientific 
software 
– There is high probability things do not work as expected 
– A problem on the application becomes also your problem 

• The infrastructure must work smoothly and efficiently 
– High number of possible point of failures (inexperience, infrastructure, 

building, run time configuration, etc…)   

• There are no customers, but mostly seen by users as a service to 
scientific production 

• No users => no science => waste of money  



The MHPC in pills: www.mhpc.it 

• High-level educational program, beyond M.Sc.  

• Intensive training aimed to build knowledge in 
solving complex problems with an HPC approach 

• Innovative, hands-on based training 

• 15 students x year  

• since the first edition 100% employees after the 
program 



• Candidates must have some experience in 
programming and a competence in at least 
one of the languages between C, C++ and/or 
Fortran 

– Python knowledge is a plus 

• A sound knowledge of Linux operating system 

• Master level of a scientific degree is required 

• No prior HPC knowledge is assumed 

• Enthusiasm is a must 

Background Requirements 



• Scientific Programming Environment 

• Introduction to Computer Architectures for 

HPC 

• Object Oriented Programming 

• Parallel Programming 

• Introduction to Numerical Analysis 

• Advanced Computer Architectures and 

Software Optimizations 

• Parallel Data Management and Data 

Exchange 

• High Performance Computing Technology 

• Best Practices in Scientific Computing 

1 year program divided in 6-8 months courses and 6 month project (some overlap) 

Mandatory Optional Choice 

• Data Structures & Sorting and Searching Electronic 
structure: from blackboard to source code  

• The Finite Element Method Using deal.II 

• Reduced Basis Methods Fast Fourier Transforms in 
Parallel and Multiple Dimensions  

• Cluster Analysis  

• Monte Carlo methods  

• Supervised & Unsupervised Machine Learning  

• Machine Learning  

• Deep Learning  

• Approximation and interpolation of simple and 
complex functions 

• Spatial locality algorithms  

• Lattice Boltzmann    

• Molecular dynamics 

The Curricula : www.mhpc.it 



HPC Training Scholarship Winners 

Jimmy Aguilar Mena, Cuba 

PhD Student  

BSC-CNS (Spain) 

Marlon Brenes Navarro, Costa Rica 

PhD Student  

Trinity College Dublin (Ireland) 

Fernando Posada, Colombia 

Assistant Professor 

Temple University (USA) 

Muhammad Owais, Pakistan 

Junior Research Engineer  

BSC-CNS (Spain) 

Michael O. Atambo, Kenia 

Last month PhD in "Physics and Nanosciences" 

CNR-NANO (Italy) 

Anoop Chandran, India 

PhD Student 

Institute for Advanced Simulation, Julich (Germany) Elliot Menkha, Ghana 

Last Month PhD in “Computational Chemistry” 

Kwame Nkrumah University of Science and Technology (Ghana) 

James Vance, Philippines 

PhD Student 

Johannes Gutenberg University Mainz and the Max 

Planck Institute for Polymer Research(Ghana) 

Alejandra Foggia 

& Rajat Panda 

CMSP group @ ICTP 

https://www.google.com/imgres?imgurl=https://media.licdn.com/dms/image/C4E03AQE1f5q6G59WOw/profile-displayphoto-shrink_200_200/0?e=1555545600&v=beta&t=vREf27dZL36haG-rSuAykwavzkQFk4ZW1t02gV9kWak&imgrefurl=https://www.linkedin.com/in/efposadac/zh-tw&docid=Q6aROFIeZT7kvM&tbnid=mP5e1YpHU2oeBM:&vet=10ahUKEwjz_4um3PfgAhUF3xoKHQbMC5oQMwhhKBYwFg..i&w=200&h=200&itg=1&client=firefox-b-d&bih=1549&biw=2752&q=Fernando Posada Temple&ved=0ahUKEwjz_4um3PfgAhUF3xoKHQbMC5oQMwhhKBYwFg&iact=mrc&uact=8
https://www.bsc.es/owais-muhammad




Data Science and Scientific Computing: https://dssc.units.it

• International M.Sc. joint SISSA/ICTP/UNITS/UNIUD 
program (2 years)

• Final certificate delivered by the University of Trieste

• One Curricula in Data Science
• training in the fields of data management and data analysis, 

with a particular focus on Big Data

• One Curricula in Computational Science and Engineering
• computational modelling, optimization, scientific 

programming, and simulation in the areas of CFD, 
computational physics, computational chemistry 



ICTP-SAIFR Scientific Calendar 2019 

ICTP Scientific Calendar 2020 , stay posted!!! 

Other Programs 



In summary: HPC @ ICTP 

1) support to the ICTP scientific community on 

HPC related projects for delivering world-class 

scientific research  

2) contribute with number of initiatives of 

education and training, to support those 

subjects that in the next years to come can 

drive the research in computational sciences as 

well as the HPC development, in the developing 

world 


